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Whale Loans
Collab Platform
Liquidity Escrow Locker
Crowd Funding

Team KYC
All Star Team Launches
NFT Whitelist
Whale Tank



Rolodex will be offering a new way of liquidity funding called Whale Loans. This will be offered
when using any of the partnered launchpads on the Rolodex Bot. 

Projects will now be able to borrow from our Rolodex whales in a presale format with initial
investment secured through project tax. In doing this a portion of launch day volume will go
towards paying back rolodex whales 1:1 on their investment. 

Repayment Options: 
Option 1: Whales receive their initial investment back post-launch and the value equivalent in
tokens at launch price which are locked for 1 month.

Option 2: Whales receive initial investment back post-launch and 1% of new project tax is
distributed to the whales for the lifetime of the project.

WHALE LOANS



COLLAB PLATFORM
For users to match with each other to build teams for
new projects or collaborate for existing projects.

This is for people looking to build a team rather than
hiring.

Users will be able to post what they are looking for or
their skill set to be picked up by a pre-existing team.



LIQUIDITY ESCROW LOCKER

Project owner or
community submits
request for review to
release LP. 

Rolodex team
investigates request. 

Depending on
circumstance LP will
either be released to
owner for relaunch or
to community due to
owner abandonment. 

Project
launches and

creates trading
pair then opens

Rolodex bot 

Verify $RLDX 
holdings then 

transfer LP tokens 
to escrow

LP tokens are
held incase a
relaunch is

needed or if
developer
abandons

project



CROWD FUNDING

Investors earn scores based on the following: 

1. How many presales they have participated in
2. How long they hold
3. Amount they buy in
4. Selling behavior

This allows for vetting of presale buyers and peace of mind as
current presales are known to dump right away for a quick 2x and
ruin projects.



TEAM KYC

Project teams will be able to quickly and securely KYC using the
Rolodex Bot. 

 
Investors will then be able to view if a team has KYC'd using

Rolodex.  



ALL STAR TEAM
The community will be able to vote for All-Star teams comprised
of the top providers in their respective category. Rolodex holders
will have the ability to be whitelisted for NFT projects or
participate in presale for token launches. These projects will all
have a tax to buyback and burn Rolodex.



NFT WHITELIST
Rolodex holders will be able to use the bot to claim whitelist spots for
vetted NFT projects rather than competing in whitelist competitions. All
projects must pass vetting process to list WL spots on the bot.  



WHALE TANK

Deals can be made with a single whale or multiple and can be
comprised of token equity, percentage of development wallet, or a
mixture of the two. This gives the project owner and the whales
investing the freedom to negotiate on terms. 

Must be a Rollie Tier holder to pitch in the Whale Tank.

 Project owners will be able to pitch Rolodex Whales in the hopes of
reaching funding agreements for an ownership stake in their project.
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PREMIUM TIERS

Whale Tier Rollie Tier

0.5% or 500,000 RLDX
Access to everything on Rollie
Tier and Whale Loans, Whale
Tank, Funder, and NFT
Whitelists

0.01% or 10,000 RLDX
Access to Collab Platform, LP
Escrow Locker, All Star Team
Launches, KYC, Crowd Funding
Platform, Whale Tank Pitch 


